**Assessment Committee - JHL College of Education**

**Agenda: October 9, 2020 @ 11am -12:30pm**

**“Be the Best at Getting Better Together!”**

- Welcome

*(Zoom Video from Mike Newton prior to the meeting: View if you need more info)*

*The meeting was not held. The committee viewed the zoom recording from Dr Newton for updates.*

- GaPSC Online Assessment PL (ND)
  - Validity and Reliability Protocols Reminders were provided.

- CAEP and GaPSC Updates (ND)

*See below for details of Narrative review.*

  - Narrative Deadline October 15th
    - S3 and S4 submitted to Mike (under review)
    - S5 is ready for review by Dustin

  - PRS II Section IV Deadline October 15th
    - Questions about PRSII
    - Screenshot PPT sent to PCs last week

PRSII was reviewed and expectations discussed.

  - Faculty and Stakeholder Site Visit PL for GaPSC and CAEP Visits (TBD)
    - Mike and Nicole will work with various stakeholders to prepare for the interview portion of the visits.

- EPSC Meeting: October 29th at 5PM
  - Review Agenda Items Agenda items were reviewed.

- Other items of interest for the group
  - Next meeting: November 13 at 11am

- Adjourn

*See highlights below:*
BREAK INTO DEPARMENTS:

NOTE Dr. Mizelle and Dr. Previts Discussed these items on 10.2.20 in their department meetings

Teacher Education (Joanne).

Therefore, the breakout sessions are listed for documentation purposes only.

-edTPA:

-What can we use to replace edTPA data?

-Focus on the critical information that helped inform programs and continuous improvement

-EPSC and Teacher Liaisons can assist in the development of the instrument

-CAPS and PBDA (MN)

-Guidance provided to Teacher Liaisons (Meeting in August)

-All Junior placements are in the FEM (PBDA); CAPS is on the admin side

-MAT placements should be complete (FEM/PBDA)

-Program Coordinators: Remind faculty of CAPS and PBDA

PL&I (Nicole)

-APDA:

-EdD Cohorts are participating in the reliability study

-Mike will review/test pilot data from last year

-Any other issues regarding the instrument?

JHL College of Education Mission:

The John H. Lounsbury College of Education innovatively and collaboratively develops and empowers educational professionals, P-12 communities, and the Georgia College community to promote diversity, equity, advocacy, and excellence in learning, teaching, service, and scholarship.